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From the Director’s Desk...
LONG ISLAND ESTUARINE HEALTH: AN AMAZING BRIGHT SPOT
DESPITE THE ’20 ’21 PANDEMIC DYSPHORIA
Where has all the pollution gone? No hazardous
toxic algal blooms? Incredible summer estuarine
water quality! No fish kills. Banner years in recreational
fisheries for Stripers and Blues and incredible numbers
of Humpback whales! No going to restaurants, so
greater at home use of water and septic systems!
Since March 2020, drier years than most, thus reducing
runoff with fertilizers and organic pesticides, resulting
in reduced water contamination. So maybe, just
maybe, this COVID- 19 period which has altered our
collective lives forever, has also resulted in a grand
experiment on what has been hiding in plain sight?
That is, the attainability of all our water quality issues
and concerns in Suffolk County being blamed totally
on the “evil nitrogen” from 360,000 household septic
systems, is ultimately misaligned with the facts and
actual observations.
Unfortunately, it has taken a pandemic to bring
to light the misdirected hyper attention to the
replacement of the time-tested effectiveness of septic
waste treatment and wastewater engineering science.
With an overzealous and totally overstated impact from
these homeowners every function convincing some
unfortunate homeowners to instead of maintaining
their personal gravity driven septic systems at
insignificant annual cost, to replace their “old systems”
with an expensive “advanced technology” system: one
which has moving parts requiring added long-term
maintenance, and always vulnerable to power outages.
The pandemic hit just as a draft Suffolk County
Wastewater Plan was being completed despite public
outcry that developed when the supporting data
presented in the DEIS, was shown to be overestimated
and over emphasized homeowners being required to
“replace their aging septic systems”. Even though SC
wastewater treatment from their SPDES- permitted
sewage treatment plants, has been outstanding, and
over the last two decades their own reports and data
showed significant reduced nitrogen discharges in
treated sewage thus not impacting any Long Island
aquifers.
Back in May of 2019, a self-declared clarion of
Long Island’s coastal ecological health, presented to
the general public a “State of the Bays Report” which
exhibited a “crisis map” blaming all problems and all
pollution events previously, on nitrogen from septic

systems! Based upon this report of 2019, Mahogany
tides, which have no impact on human health, were
definitively identified as “sure we will see this again in
2020!” The report even projected “conclusive increases”
in all sorts of horrors into 2020 and 2021 such as
“invasive sea weeds from Japan that decay, producing
H2S gas and are 100% lethal to juvenile fish and clams”;
and “hundreds of dogs being killed” due to bluegreen algae in freshwater ponds and lakes, all “due to
nitrogen and phosphorous!” It didn’t end there! “Low
dissolved oxygen causing fishkill’s and loss of Peconic
Bay scallops; nitrogen in Suffolk County drinking waters
could be causing bladder and colorectal cancers” which
“can be related to cases of low human birth rates!”
The incredible level of over-statement to the public
audience that listened to this non- empirical evidenced
diatribe, was so misleading that the presentation could
only have been described as a massive false narrative.
So, here we are at the end of the Covid-19 2021
pandemic year and summer seasons of 2020 and 2021
have come and gone with none of the cataclysms
predicted. Those 360,000 septic systems targeted, in
2020 and 2021, have been working overtime and as
efficient since time immemorial. The result; no HABs!
No fishkills, incredible dissolved oxygen water quality
conditions along all Long Island beaches and bays, with
vast overabundance of the diverse and normal variety
of oxygen producing phytoplankton species found in
all the estuarine waters supporting our ecologically
rich Long Island coastline from the west in Jamaica Bay,
to Long Island Sound, and east to Peconic Bay!
This is a halcyon cry to all, to be critically skeptical
and don’t accept on face value the unsubstantiated
messages that have been promoted for over two
decades by the “environmentally correct”,
that
nitrogen from existing gravity flow septic systems is
the main causative factor to all their misperceived
environmental problems which now will all be “cured”
with the infusion of Federal dollars to remove, nitrogen
as “ public enemy No. 1”. Long Island presently fosters
some of the richest biologically diverse coastal
ecosystems on Earth. I am afraid that the future of Long
Island’s coastal environments, based on this massive
uncorroborated septic system replacement program,
continues to look bleak.
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CERCOM Mission Statement
Center for Environmental Research and Coastal Oceans Monitoring (CERCOM) is a field station supporting the BS in the Earth and
Environmental Studies and all the sciences in the BCES department through scientific research, hands-on fieldwork in the sciences and
a comprehensive environmental monitoring facility of Molloy College and is located on the Great South Bay at the historic Blue Points
Oyster Hatchery in West Sayville. CERCOM is committed to advancing knowledge and developing solutions to environmental problems
in coastal ecosystems through a network of group-cooperative monitoring activities, Horseshoe Crab captive breeding programs,
and research. In partnership with monitoring networks at the federal, state, local, and international levels, CERCOM provides the data
necessary to implement ecosystem-based management recommendations which assure the long-term health of estuarine environments
on Long Island while focusing attention on the ecosystem health of estuarine environments worldwide and an active internship
opportunity for science students.

Questions and comments can be sent to CERCOM@molloy.edu

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR INTERNS WHO PARTICIPATED
IN THE SUMMER 2021 INTERNSHIP AT CERCOM!

SUMMER 2021 LONG ISLAND HORSESHOE CRAB INVENTORY
& BREEDING BEACH STATUS REPORT
CERCOM monitors 115 beach locations from Brooklyn – Montauk during the optimal Limulus polyphemus breeding season. These beach
surveys take place for approximately 15 weeks each year, from May- August and GPS coordinates are used to mark beach locations to assure the
same location is visited each year. Training orientations on how a survey is done. Each site takes about 1-2 hours and data is recorded along an
approximate one-mile distance.
Data on the Horseshoe Crab Inventory Survey is recorded on Molloy College’s website at
https://www.molloy.edu/academics/undergraduate-programs/biology/cercom/hsc-inventory-form
Annual reports can be found at
https://www.molloy.edu/academics/undergraduate-programs/biology/cercom/reports

CONSIDER BEING AN INTERN NEXT YEAR: YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE AN
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE MAJOR TO INTERN AT CERCOM.
2021 Student Intern Participants and their respective majors
Mackenzie Coan

Biology

Molloy College

Dakota Filigenzi

Education

Molloy College

Susannah Karp

Interdisciplinary Studies

Molloy College

Sarah Kolk

Pre-Medicine

Molloy College

Nina Oddo

Pre-Medicine

Molloy College

James Prince

Education

Molloy College

Long Island Horseshoe Crab 115 Sample Sites Map

Chart 1

Chart 2
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SAVE THE DATE: APRIL 22, 2022

Earth Day Virtual Conference: Long Island Eco-Summit
Molloy College STEM Students develop and coordinate this colloquium covering the main
environmental and conservation issues of Long Island as we approach 2025. This virtual
conference will have authoritative scientists and conservationists taking an unbiased
strategic look at the most vexing environmental issues for all Long Island.
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LONG ISLAND NATURAL RESOURCES
HIGHLIGHTS NON-CRISIS MAP
(III- SPRING 2022): PIPING PLOVERS

Topics To Be Covered
Whale Populations & Menhaden Fish Oil Industry
Wastewater Treatment & Nitrogen Removal
Barrier Island Breach & Estuarine Eco-Health
Fin Fisheries: From New York Harbor to Montauk Point
Horseshoe Crabs: The Bait Harvest & Habitat Loss Debacle
Coastal Erosion – Shoreline Here Today, Gone Tomorrow

Molloy College Non-Crisis Environmental
Richness Map – Summer 2021-III Piping Plovers

This is a FREE Event Open to ALL who Register at CERCOM@molloy.edu

SAVE THE DATE: MAY 26, 2022

Irving and Margalit Like Virtual Conservation Award 2022
Thursday, May 26, 2022, 7 p.m.
Email your interest in attending this FREE Event to CERCOM@molloy.edu
Make Your Contribution to Earth & Environmental Science Student Scholarships at
http://connect.molloy.edu/eesscholarship

CERCOM RESEARCH AFFILIATES: (CRA)
Dr. Pamela Monaco – Molloy College/ BCES – Inventory of Estuarine Sediment Microbiological Flora, GSB.
Dr. Elizabeth Suter- Molloy College/ BCES – Oyster Bio-genome & temperature variation associations
Dr. Mark Botton – Fordham University (retired)- “Carapace Damage Repair on Predated Horseshoe Crab Juveniles”
Dr. Vishal Shaw- West Chester University – “Bio-genome Characterizations of Captive Horseshoe Crabs”
Dr. Yumiko Iwasaki – Sasebo, Japan “Molting Exoskeleton Regeneration in Horseshoe Crabs”
Dr. Chester Zarnoch- Baruch College, CUNY – “ Contributions of nitrogen loading to LI Estuarine Waters”
Dr. Mark Ringenary – US National Park Service, GATEWAY NRA – “20-Year Water Quality Trend Analysis in Jamaica Bay”

Piping
Plover
Populations
abound
Breezy Point

Piping Plover Populations
abound at Fire Island
National Seashore

Largest number of the endangered bird species on Fire Island in 2021
with over 50 nesting pair and 70 fledglings. This is up from 2017 .

fronts. Pairs generally produce 3 to 4 eggs. They were first identified in
New York in 1881.

Piping plovers (Charadrius melodus) are a listed endangered species.
Approximately 4,000 breeding pairs of these shore birds exist and
have been impacted by the burgeoning coastal human population
since the end of WWII. New York, mainly on Long Island (including of
course Brooklyn and Queens) support nesting pairs with significant
colonies on Fire Island (50 pair with 70 fledglings in 2021) and in
Breezy Point. Piping plover management was an important part of
my job as Chief of Natural Resources Management for the National
Park Service at Gateway National Recreation Area from 1978-2001. In
summer, the upper parts of their plumage is whitish ashy in color with
a white ring around the neck, and slight black tip to their beaks helped
identify them. Their nest is a depression in the sand along beach

Plover season in NYC metro area runs from March to early September.
Predation pressures from feral cats, racoons, red fox, crows, and ghost
crabs (which are not native species to LI beaches) are collectively
overshadowed by the main predation impacts from off-road vehicle
access onto beaches.
Piping Plover management employs such methods as exclusion
fencing to keep out common predators, to closing off parts of beaches
where chicks and nests are located to protect the adults and offspring
from drivers. Piping Plovers are an amazing bird species you can often
observe along the Long Island coastline.
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MY CORNER OF
THE CIRCLE
NYTimes Editorial One:
Susannah Meadows, in her 24 July 2021 New
York Times Opinion "A Devastating Return
to a Fading Yosemite" describes her recent
visit to this crown jewel of the National Park
system in the United States, in such negative
distressing terms, it is as if this natural
ecosystem was created by Disney, totally
immune from natural perturbations that have
shaped the evolution of this amazing natural
resource over hundreds of thousands of years.
As has become blame ridden "exasperated by
climate change”, her single reference season
becomes the paradigm for all observations
on the health of Yosemite's natural resources,
despite her being away from the park for
decades. Her note that the "West coast is
being battered by those three awful cousins,
drought, heat and wildfire", is an apoplectic
identification of all the exact contributing
affects in the existence of chaparral
ecosystems in association with post glacial
geological formations that perpetuate in the
State of California over time immemorial. . . it
is a fire-ecology.  
Yosemite created in 1890 is truly an
international treasure designated as a
World Heritage site, but as all National Parks
established since and under the Organic Act of
1916, NPS Units, both natural and cultural, are
managed for "use" in perpetuity. For example,
the Yellowstone fires of August 20, 1988,
created for a time scorched earth as well, and
thankfully no lives or homes were destroyed
primarily because there was no development

SOME OPINIONS ON OPINIONS
By John T. Tanacredi, PhD.

in or close to that fire’s intensity. In a single
day the flames consumed 170,000 acres as
60 mph self-generated winds, consuming the
crowns of 300-year-old lodgepole pines, with
nearly one-third the park had burned 700,000
acres revealed after the season’s first snows
extinguished the flames. The Eden identified
by Ms. Meadows is symptomatic of the general
naivete of knowledge of the complexity,
variability and range of constant changes
that natural ecosystems evolve through, both
naturally and anthropogenically. Her getting
advice about the developing "obituary"
of Yosemite from an "environmental
philosopher" rather than embracing her son's
amazing experience after visiting the park
recently, fully reveal that the National Parks
should not be conceived as post cards, but
rather as vibrant, constantly changing, and
adaptable Nature in plain sight that will be
enjoyed and revered infinitely. After 33 years,
the park is green and glorious, even with some
scars still obvious. We all benefit from that
knowledge.
NYTimes Editorial Two:
The NY Times Opinion of 1 September
2021 “The Great Climate Migration Era Is
Dawning” by Alexandra Tempus starts off
with, “There was not enough time to fully
evacuate New Orleans before Hurricane Ida
hit. The hurricane intensified too rapidly.”
Two immensely incorrect premises: first
that ANY coastal community could be even
moderately close to being fully evacuated in
response to coastal storms, and second, that

the primary cause of the aforementioned
was due to the rate of intensification ( it was
a Cat 4 storm for the majority of its path ).
Even in today’s satellite technology tracking
hurricane development, their ultimate path
and possible predictable landfall is still to this
day, a probability determination. As a former
US Navy “Hurricane Hunter”, it is a conclusive
fact that aircraft must be in the storm to get
accurate pressure readings which will be the
main determining factor on the strength
and final trajectory of these meteorological
phenomena.
Ms. Tempus’ naiveite is
common but to suggest “migrations” due
to catastrophic results of these storms will
reduce the risk, is uncanny. The coastal zone
of the United States has fostered a tripling
in human population along the coastline in
the last 75 years all with the commitment
of massive increases in infrastructure to
support these populations.   To suggest that
fire, floods, and human conflicts only now
influenced entire communities to relocate
from these “unavoidable and common
threats” can’t be any more misleading.
Sprawling human communities into areas
that are ecologically risky locations such as
fire ecologies and chaparral environments,
eroding coastal barrier beaches, or along river
flood plains, will always receive the brunt of
these normal physical functioning of these
natural ecosystems. Ms. Tempus needs to
learn much more human history and ecology
to realize that “human migrations” will never
be managed, as large-scale meteorological
events are never socially correct.

CERCOM MOLLOY COLLEGE CONTINUES TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE GREAT
SOUTH BAY, WEATHER, AND WATER QUALITY. 2021 IS THE 20TH YEAR OF LONG TERM COLLABORATIONS TO HELP STUDENTS
IN THEIR CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE.

2021 MOLLOY COLLEGE PRE-COLLEGE
SUMMER ACADEMY
Molloy College’s Dr. John T. Tanacredi, and Dr.
Pam Monaco, Professor of Microbiology, BCES and
Research Affiliate of CERCOM worked with High
School Schools during Summer 2021, Pre-College
Academy “Our Coastal Catharsis”, a Hands on
CERCOM Field Station STEM Experience. Students
learned to appreciate that microorganisms are
found everywhere on the planet. They learned
the difference between a microscopic organism
and colony growth; the difference between pure
culture and mixed populations; and examined
microorganisms in their natural Coastal Long
Island environment. The microorganisms were
inoculated and grown in mixed populations
and students learned how to describe microbial
colonies growing on agar media. They then took
samples from the bay water, plant life, the shore,
and beaches and learned to use descriptive
terms to describe colony morphology, colony
surface, optical characteristic pigmentation,
whole colony appearance, margin, and elevation.
At the end of the week, the students presented
their results. Students visited Fire Island National
Seashore, The Long Island Maritime Museum, and
conducted hands-on work with Horseshoe Crabs
in CERCOM’s aquaculture laboratories, were also
part of the weeklong, “Coastal Catharsis.”
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